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5.1 Basic Technical Challenges

The producibility vision is achievable with the current abilities of competent 
developers. Techniques and supporting technology have gone through significant 
improvements over the years. Further advances in particular aspects of software 
development practice, as well as in solutions for enhanced operational capabilities, 
would enable further improvements in both productivity and software-based product 
quality.

{correlate to Producibility paper research topics (and transition into practice)?}

Developmental Practices

Opportunities for enhanced developmental practices concern improvements in 
practices that developers use in building a software-based product or product family:

• Devise software development practices that embody proper engineering 
discipline

– Institute enterprise standards for adopting improvements in development 
practices and tools, with continual training, support, and refinement for 
effective use

– Standardize product development practices to minimize variation among 
similar programs and projects

– Focus development programs on enterprise technical solution capabilities 
that match coherent market problems/needs

– Designate developmental quality factors as first-class management concerns

– Identify problem-solution alternatives and tradeoffs with rationale as routine 
practice at all levels throughout a product’s lifecycle

– Continuously iterate to address uncertainty, diversity, and change

• Adopt software development practices and tools that fit practitioner competence

– Support the means to analyze and comparatively evaluate multiple versions 
of all product elements
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– Support coordinated development of multiple versions of a product 
corresponding to different problem and solution alternatives.

• Correlate problem-solution alternatives to product quality factors

– Designate product behavioral quality factors as first-class development 
concerns

– Institute systematic identification and analysis of problem-solution 
alternatives, addressing uncertainties and tradeoffs

– Trace the relationship between customer and engineering decisions and 
tradeoffs to customer quality factors criteria

• Support more effective pre-deployment product evaluation

– Achieve cost-effective means that support simulating product operational 
environments

– Enhanced evaluation of whole-product consistency and completeness 
reflecting both engineering and manufacturing modifications

– Develop capabilities for emulating unavailable hardware devices, either for 
product evaluation or, in feasible cases, for operational use as facsimiles of 
inaccessible or inoperative devices

– Transition of related organizational practices is addressed as a key aspect of 
building a product that will fit properly into customer operations

• Software development methods and tools support building multiple products or 
alternative versions of a product

– Methods and tools for verifying the properties of a product family in 
aggregate in addition to verifying a derived (deployable or example) instance 
to a corresponding product model, distinguishing and characterizing 
universal or product specification dependent properties

– Collectively revise a set of similar or multi-version deployed products, for 
both capability enhancement and defect remediation, accounting for problem-
solution differences, customer-specified configurations, and user-determined 
preferences
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– Designate programs with a coherent market-aligned focus, based on essential 
and incidental similarity among current and prospective product instances 
that can be viewed as a product family, eliminating redundant and divergent 
efforts

– The ability to characterize a product and its versions in terms of overall 
market/domain versus individual customer/project choices concerning 
changing needs and operational context and evolving development 
capabilities

– Accommodate an in-scope but unbuildable product specification, with the 
means to identify and choose a best close fit among similar approximate-fit 
alternatives

Operational Capabilities

Opportunities for enhanced operational capabilities entail enabling developers to build 
products with these capabilities:

• Mitigating hardware faults and failures

– Hardware diagnostics to detect, diagnose, and mitigate hardware faults and 
failures

– Prognostics to predict hardware failures so as to minimize delay, data loss or 
corruption, and degraded behavior

– Software emulations of degraded hardware capabilities to suppress 
detrimental effects

– Flexible/rapid ability to select, optimize, and replace operational devices or 
platform being used (by low-overhead abstraction in software of hardware 
characteristics and interactions)

• Introspection-based explanation of behavior with rationale (with logging and 
cause-effect evidence), including causal analyses of unexpected behavior

• Product self-monitoring

– recognize and adjust for flawed or missing data
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– detect and manage unspecified and therefore unexpected behavior

– handling of conditions outside product competence

– suspend or defer less critical behavior when needed resources exceed 
availability

• Accounting for temporality in defining behavior (e.g., local/universal time, 
transience/persistence: time varies with location and distance; strategic tasking 
can be across time but tactical actions must be local; even “hard real-time” must 
account for latency; account for inherent fixed/variant delay/latency to 
approximate zero-delay/“instantaneous” communications)

• Mitigating information/communications overload: prioritization and data 
filtering (when is data relevant/needed with how much delay, e.g., for 
immediate action, for timely planning of action, for tracking non-critical 
occasionally changing information, for historic/retrospective insight, evaluation, 
or learning) (processing/filtering/aggregation/retention of continuous enviro-
sensor data streams) (spatial-temporal granularity of retained data)

• Tailoring of program terminology to each enterprise’s conventions—correlating 
underlying program-standard terminology to support differences in customer 
and market standards

• Accommodate evolving data representations (as to corresponding information, 
content, and metadata); accounting for tradeoffs in storage/access efficiency and 
representational diversity
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